PRESS RELEASE
Audemat monitoring compatible with DAB, DAB+ and DMB applications
WorldCast Systems to showcase the new Audemat DAB Probe at IBC in Amsterdam
Bordeaux, France, 28 August 2018. Immediate Release.
Audemat, the RF signal measurement, monitoring, and facility management brand of WorldCast Systems once
again innovates in the service of broadcasters, stations, and regulation authorities. Renowned for its advanced
technology, Audemat expands its monitoring expertise to include DAB, DAB+ and DMB applications.
The new Audemat DAB Probe will be launched at the IBC
tradeshow in Amsterdam this September and it is WorldCast
Systems’ flagship product for monitoring DAB signal quality
and service continuity, at the transmitter site or in a
coverage area. WorldCast Systems’ Audemat DAB Probe enables remote monitoring of a set list of channels
and allows users to verify the conformity of their DAB network with both legislation and their broadcasting
needs.
Designed to be installed in SFN or MFN networks (Single or Multiple Frequency Networks), the Audemat DAB
Probe is feature-packed with a user-friendly web interface, alarm notification by email or SNMP traps, and is
equipped with telemetry board and audio output connectors. The advanced software tools provide a deep
signal and content analysis with impulse response representation, TII, audio or ETI recording, and more. Also
designed for optimal monitoring of the user experience, Audemat DAB Probe includes visual slide-shows, DLS
and services display to enable users to hear and see in real-time the same content as their audience of
listeners.
Another unique feature, users of Audemat DAB Probe benefit from a complete solution which is compatible
with SNMP Network Management Systems, such as the WorldCast Manager, and is enhanced with WorldCast
Systems’ ScriptEasy technology. This DAB + ScriptEasy two-in-one solution enables advanced telemetry, facility
management, and web page customization for simple aggregation and display of relevant data. ScriptEasy, a
highly powerful graphical tool, gives users the power and flexibility to create “smart” sites which can
automatically take action to correct any critical errors that affect operations, resulting in reduced downtime
and on-site visits.
The Audemat DAB Probe will be showcased at IBC, September 14-18th, booth 8.C58.
###
ABOUT WORLDCAST SYSTEMS - WorldCast Systems provides robust and innovative broadcast solutions to the Radio
& TV industry worldwide, meeting the needs of both large international broadcast networks and small private
stations. Its industry leading brands include APT, Ecreso, and Audemat, with an extensive offer including audio codecs
and mobile network access for remotes and OBs, FM transmitters, RDS encoding and sound processing, RF signal
monitoring, test and measurement. WorldCast Systems is highly committed to environmental performance and
actively contributes to sustainable development. Headquartered in Bordeaux-Merignac, France, WorldCast Systems
employs around 100 people worldwide, with an R&D center in Northern Ireland and sales offices in the UK, the US,
Germany, and India.
For more information, visit www.worldcastsystems.com and follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.
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